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“

You, young people, are “a dose of
oxygen” for Lebanon’s development thanks to the Changemaker Festival
for bringing us all together.
Mr. Saad Hariri
Prime Minister of Lebanon
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OVERVIEW

Founded by impact pioneer Karim Samra, the Changemaker festival
operates at the intersection of youth, education, entrepreneurship and
impact. Held across 3 continents, the festival inspires and educates youth,
connecting them to decision makers directly (panels and sessions),
encouraging creativity through competitions (painting, photography,
entrepreneurship), providing dozens of educational workshops, and
including engaging entertainment (food, sports, music, etc).
In its first Middle East edition, held in Beirut on September 7, 8 & 9, and
under the patronage of His Excellency the Prime Minister of Lebanon, the
Changemaker festival brought together more than 5,000 students, 50+
decision-makers, 30+ leading corporations, educators and dozens of global
experts. In addition to awarding more than $300,000 of prizes to youth, the
festival hosted the 2018 Impact Awards at the Grand Serail to recognize
leaders making an impact on their community across seven categories, as
well as the 2018 Hult Prize Middle East Finals Dinner & Gala.
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DATA & INSIGHTS
400,000+
ONLINE REACH

$270,000+

FUNDING

5,000+

Our online campaigns have
reached more than 400,000
of Lebanon’s youth.

$270k directly invested in more
than 100 young entrepreneurs,
artists and photographers with
thousands of youth watching
live on TV.

More than 5,000 youth
attended the festival from 10+
cities across Lebanon through
our shuttle buses.

ATTENDEES INSPIRED

1000+

250

WORKSHOP HOURS

MEDIA MENTIONS

More than 1000 certificates
were issued over 3 days to all
who participated in our
workshops.

250 hours of game-changing
content were delivered to the
youth over 30 workshops.

The festival received 130+
media mentions across
digital, print, radio, and
television.

250+

80+

CEOs & PIONEERS

90%

UNIV. ONBOARD

More than 250 startups
evaluated, 40 downselected
for funding.

More than 80 CEOs, speakers,
& pioneers, 50″% of which
were females, joined the CMF
from across 10+ countries to
mentor, train, & inspire youth!
& inspired youth.
50% female

20+ of english speaking
universities in Lebanon
participated in the
Changemaker activities.

CERTIFICATES

STARTUPS
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1 GOAL

LEADING A GENERATION
TO CHANGE THE WORLD

130+
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IMPACT AWARD WINNERS
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HEALTH & WELLNESS

CORPORATE LEADERSHIP

YORGUI TEYROUZ

SAAD AZHARI
Chairamn & GM
BLOM Bank

YOUTH
MAYA HIJAZI

Influencer & Activist
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PIERRE ISSA

Founder & President
Donner Sang Compter

ART & CULTURE
ZEINA DACCACHE

Executive Director
Lebanese Center for Drama

SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Founder & CTO
Arcenciel

DIASPORA
AYAH BDEIR

Founder LittleBits

SPORTS
& LEISURE
MICHAEL HADDAD
Professional Athlete
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HULT PRIZE FINALISTS

HEATECHS

ELECTROFITT
BAU

BAU

This startup combines renewable energy
with advanced materials into a heat
generating mattress that can be charged by
the sun. This helps vulnerable and other
communities stay warm at night at a fraction
of the cost and without the dangers of
uncontrolled
stoves.
Via
distribution
partnerships with sporting goods stores,
refugee agencies, and local convenience
shops, this company hopes to keep
thousands warm.

Leveraging the power of the human body,
electrofit has launched the region's first
indoor cycling fitness program that directly
generates electricity. In partnership with
existing gyms at first, Electrofit will design
and brand cycling classes taught by experts
targeting small groups using a globally
validated 'tried and tested' model. The
company will reach scale due to low
upfront costs and by leveraging an existing
network of gyms and fitness centres.

This startup installs and manages power bank
ATMs strategically placed in Universities,
restaurants, malls, and other high traffic areas,
enabling cell phone users to charge their phones
on the go. With a subscription based model and
low up front fees, the company is aggressively
increasing their market penetration across
Lebanon to start, with a view to expand
regionally within the next 12-18 months.

AUB

LAU

SOLICE

YALLA BUS

The first company of its kind, Pro-Shield has
designed an affordable patented intelligent
solar water heater cover that responds to
changes in weather to increase device life
by up to 70% and generate water savings of
up to 30% without interrupting or
decreasing hot water output. The startup
has already sold their first batch of units
across Lebanon, and is negotiating
partnerships with a number of large solar
water heater distributors.

Leveraging the rise of solar power as a
clean,
efficient,
and
cost-effective
alternative, this startup aims to make solar
smart. Their first product, a solar powered
generator that addresses electricity
interruptions lasting up to 4 hours, can be
installed on households as well as
commercial buildings, and promises to
reduce environmental and noise pollution
while saving money in the long term. The
company is in the process of setting up
their first pilot in the Beirut Downtown area.

This transportation company leverages the
power of technology to drive greater bus usage,
decreasing congestion and pollution in large
urban city centres. Through a proprietary
mobile application, Yalla Bus puts updated bus
maps and live bus location data at customers'
fingertips, and allows users to book and pay for
tickets online, free of charge. They generate
revenue by signing exclusive partnership
agreements with advertisers across print and
digital media. More than 10,000 users in
Lebanon are already on board.

RHU
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COMPETITION WINNERS

$5,000

$5,000

PAINTING
COMPETITION

PITCHING
COMPETITION

Halima Al Haj Ali
Sour, Lebanon

Batoul Yacoub
Tripoli, Lebanon

Spike & FabricAID

PHOTOGRAPHY
COMPETITION
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$10,000
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PRESS RELEASE

September 27, 2018. Beirut, Lebanon - Founded by impact
pioneer Karim Samra, and for the first time in the Middle
East, the Changemaker festival was held in Beirut from
September 7th to 9th at the New Biel. Under the Patronage
of His Excellency The Prime Minister, it brought together
more than 5,000 students, 50+ decision-makers, 30+
leading corporations, and dozens of global experts. The
festival included youth competitions and $300,000 of
prizes across multiple disciplines (painting, photography,
entrepreneurship),
educational
workshops,
and
entertainment (food, sports, music, etc.).
On its first night, the festival hosted the 2018 Lebanon
Impact Awards at the Grand Serail on the 7th of September
to recognize leaders making an impact on their community
across seven categories: Arts & Culture, Corporate
Leadership, Health & Wellness, Sports & Leisure, Diaspora,
Youth, and Social Entrepreneurship. The Prime Minister, Mr.
Saad Hariri gave a forward-looking speech noting that young
people are “a dose of oxygen” for the country’s development
and thanked the festival’s organizers.
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On the night of the 8th of September, Changemaker, in
partnership with the Hult Prize, United Nations, The Central
bank of Lebanon, and BLOM Bank, hosted the 2018 Hult Prize
Middle East Awards Dinner & Gala at the festival, awarding the
region’s largest startup seed grant of USD 250,000 to a team
of Lebanese students from Rafic Hariri University. Their
startup has developed an innovative product that combines
renewable energy with advanced materials into a heat
generating mattress that can be charged by the sun, aiming
to keep thousands of refugees warm.
The Changemaker festival was made possible by the
generous contributions of Hult Prize Foundation, BLOM Bank,
Kobeissi & Franjieh, Beirut Digital District, and many more.
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For further information:
www.changemakerlb.com
Media Contact:
Hiba Abi Hussein | PR & Media
+961 3 796789
info@changelabsme.org
changemakerlb.com

SELECTED QUOTES

“

The lifetime of a company
nowadays is 60 days. You have
to keep up with the pace in
being innovative.

“

”

Roula Moussa
CEO - Netways & DiasporalD

“
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Mr. Saad Hariri
Prime Minister of Lebanon

Your job is to find your genius,
and then spend the rest of your
life giving it away for free.
Morad Fareed
CEO - Square Roots

Today, you are the ambassadors of
the economy of Lebanon. This is a
huge responsibility and a huge hope at
the same time for me, personally, and
for Lebanon as a whole.

”

“

”

The right attitude will help us
deal with changes.

”

Fouad Makhzoumi
CEO - Future Pipe Industries
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SELECTED FESTIVAL INFLUENCERS

KATHLEEN ROGERS
President
Earth Day Network

ASMAHAN ZEIN

President
LLWB
General Manager & Founder
Crypta sal

KARIM KOBEISSI

Managing Partner
Kobeissi & Frangie Law Firm
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Dr. FADI OSSEIRAN
General Manager
BLOMINVEST Bank

ABED AGHA
CEO
Vinelab

MAY MAKHZOUMI

President
Makhzoumi Foundation

ABE MINKARA

Managing Director
Mark Cuban Companies

RASHA BARAKAT
Chief Innovative
Zain Jordan

ROULA MOUSSA

CEO
Netways & DiasporaID
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SELECTED FESTIVAL CELEBRITIES
BADIH ABOU CHAKRA

SILVIO CHIHA

VALERIE ABOU CHACRA

ANTHONY TOUMA
DWTS Lebanon 2015
The Voice France 2013

Social Media Influencer
Miss Lebanon Universe 2015

MARC HATEM

BASHAR EL JAWAD
Singer
The Voice Season 4

LANA EL SAHELY

Lebanese Actor & Poet
Winner of DWTS 2017

Miss Lebanon 2015
Miss World Top 5 2015

The Voice France 2016
DWTS Lebanon 2017
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Lebanese Extreme Sports Athlete
National & Asian Water Ski Champion

REEM KANJ

Co-Founder & Talent Manager
E go and E ast

CYNTHIA SAMUEL

Writer & Founder
L'Armoire De Lana
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MEDIA

For photos please head here:
https://bit.ly/2QqJM1J
Use the code “Changemaker18” to download pictures.

SELECTED STRATEGIC PARTNERS

WE SUPPORT

SELECTED COMMUNITY PARTNERS
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UNIVERSITY PARTNERS
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